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The Casino Games to Play If You Don’t Want to Lose All Your Money. Any casino game could take your
money if you're not careful, but these are the games with the best odds—and the ones that will suck your

wallet dry. Netfalls Remy Musser/shutterstock. Good odds: Blackjack. Gambling can be fun, but it’s
designed to part you from your hard-earned cash. If you’re going to hit the tables, stick with blackjack,
aka twenty-one. The exact origins of this game are as mysterious as the hand you get dealt at a table.

The game’s popularity has grown to include various versions and live online games, which isn’t
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surprising when you consider that according to blackjackapprenticeship.com, it’s the only beatable
casino game—if you know how to count cards without getting caught. Counting cards isn’t illegal per se
(unless you are using a phone or some other device), but casinos are really sore losers and might ask
you to stop playing if you get too good. If counting cards (or getting thrown out of casinos) is not your

thing, blackjack still gives you an edge over other casino games because you can strategize to win. But
not all blackjack games are created equal. According to Fox News, Sal Piacente, who trains casino

staff, warns about games in which you can’t double down, like Double Exposure Blackjack. If you tie with
the dealer without 21, the dealer wins. “That’s over a 9 percent house advantage,” Sal says. “The dealer

should be wearing a [robber’s] mask when he deals that game!” Learn which other sneaky “money-
saving deals” are actually scams. Andrey Popov/shutterstock. Good odds: Poker. While casinos

scrutinize players in every other area of the casino, poker players get more leeway because casinos
don’t have as much money at stake. That’s because players are betting their own bucks, and the house

gets a cut no matter who wins. So casino employees can relax—the poker players tend to police
themselves around the table. What’s more, dealers are the experts when it comes to “tells”—they excel
at reading people and their actions because it’s a key strategy to the game. If you’ve mastered a poker

face and you’ve got the cash to ante up at the table, you might have greater success at poker than
playing other casino games. On the other hand, if you think Texas hold ’em and Omaha are, say, names

of convenience stores, you might be wise to avoid the poker tables while you’re still a novice to the
game, because the competition can be tough. 
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